Testing coverage on codebases needs to evolve as new vulnerabilities are discovered because:
●

The average number of open source components included in a codebase has grown 21%
year-over-year, 1/8 of which have known security vulnerabilities. (Forrester 2019).

●

14,000+ Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVEs) were discovered in 2017 and, as of
May 2019, there were over 116,000 CVEs (MITRE 2019).

●

With less time to evaluate speciﬁc vulnerabilities across departments, security specialists
are becoming policy makers e.g. ‘no known critical vulnerabilities released into production’
(Forrester 2019). This forces developers and testers to be responsible for security.

●

Best practice is to use multiple technologies at different points in the Software Development
Lifecycle (SDLC) and orchestration tools that integrate solutions and consolidate ﬁndings and
remediation workﬂows (Gartner 2019).

●

Developers want security tools integrated into their IDE to deploy early in the SDLC (Gartner
2019). Dojo Five offers these tools.
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Analyzing the CVEs in Figure 1 suggest that embedded systems have three common vulnerabilities:
(1) programming errors, (2) web-based vulnerabilities and (3) weak access control or authentication
which usually targets the ﬁrmware via injection and results in denial of service, code execution,
integrity violation, information leakage, or illegitimate access (Papp, Ma, Buttyan 2015).

Fig. 1 – Most common attack vectors. Read as a scenario left to right. (Papp, Ma, Buttyan 2015)

Targeting ﬁrmware can give attackers ‘god-like’ control over the device–secretly storing keys, ﬁles,
and data; even restoring overwritten malicious code with future ﬁrmware updates. In some cases,
the only solution is to replace the hardware (Wired 2015).
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Dojo Five generates a Threat Model–prioritizing likelihood and impact of attack methods and
solutions weighed against cost of implementation–and trains devOps on a remediation plan in a
test environment. Some of the considerations for a Threat Model and remediation plan include:
●

The user is often the weakest link in security. Imagine which is easier to get into someone’s
house–disarm the security system and pick the locks, or trick someone that you’re doing
scheduled maintenance. Dojo Five created methods and tools that prevent simple but
catastrophic mistakes–such as publishing production device keys to github (which bots troll
for), and roles and permissions schemes to prevent a non-technical manager from bricking a
ﬂeet of devices by sending a malformed update.

●

Training developers and testers on best coding practices to reduce vulnerable errors.

●

Encrypting data at rest–use memory encryption and tamper protection on the memory
encryption key such as physical / environmental protection, clock monitoring, side channel
distortion, and mesh over memory.

●

Encrypting data in motion–use AES/TLS encryption and security APIs that utilize native
hardware on the processor.

●

Secure Bootloader and signing of ﬁrmware for Over the Air Updates (OTAU)–attackers
sometimes try to run their own code as a device reboots. Use Secure Boot code signing, and
devOps trained on a remediation plan in a testing environment.

●

Encrypt memory interface with Trust Zone–separates user space from access to
peripherals.

●

Public / Private Key Exchange– many devices require keys to operate similar to your car.
There’s typically a key exchange process whenever a user or application tries to access the
device. This process can be secured by using certiﬁcate authority key management.
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●

Everyone is responsible for security and must be trained. A proactive stance requires a
village. If you cannot trust the device or its data, the rest of the system is irrelevant.

●

Proactively engage, guide, question, research, educate, and train project stakeholders to
ensure every link in the chain is secure, not just the ﬁrmware.

●

No system is ever entirely secure or secure forever—new threats come into the world daily.
We stay proactively committed to our customer’s success even after a project is completed
by updating best practices, monitoring CVEs, software updates, and developer training.

●

Principle of least privilege – Assign access privileges to users, an application, task or
process involving devices and the network to be just enough to achieve the job at hand.

●

Depth in defense – Include multiple layers of security to ensure if one layer is breached,
others may still be able to protect the device.

●

Expect the worst – carefully secure the network and all devices connected to it. Develop a
roll-back or remediation plan.

●

Secure by default – Turn off any and all features, services, and access that are not
necessary. If you’re not using it, don’t activate it.

●

Simple in design, simple to defend – Select the simplest devices and usability designs that
will do the job. They will be easier to conﬁgure, audit, and test.

●

Get your hands dirty – ﬂip switches and pull out cords. Many errors and threats stem from
unintended environments / connections / use cases. In a test environment, introduce real
world events such as crashing servers, introducing hard drive malfunctions, severing network
or power connections, phishing user accounts, and accidentally publishing keys.
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Image Source

-Threats can linger for years undetected. In 2018, up to 500M records at Marriott were stolen,
including names, addresses, passport numbers, and credit card numbers via a data access breach.
This attack started in 2014.
-Even highly-regulated industries can be exposed. Lethal shocks were sent to pacemakers,
including uploading ﬁrmware “with the ability to commit mass murder." 4.6M pacemakers were sold
in the U.S. between 2006-2011.
-You might be hacked indirectly. In 2013, 40M credit and debit cards of Target shoppers stolen via
an HVAC system vendor.
-The target might be unknown. Not many people had heard of Equifax before 143M database
records were stolen in 2017 including Social Security and driver’s license numbers via a ﬂaw in
Apache Struts, an open source component used in web development.
-Even small hacks create a perceived lack of security which can slow business, such as when a
casino aquarium got hacked in 2017.
-No system is beyond reach. The famous Stuxnet worm manipulated PLCs at Iranian Centrifuges,
delaying the enrichment process and nuclear weapon development.
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We can help with
embedded security.

